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• Adjustment of Annex I to Regulation 838/2010 (ITC Regulation)
  • adopted by PHLG on 23.10.2013
• ITC Regulation defines a range of transmission charges paid by electricity producers (“G-charges”)
  • Charges paid by producers for physical assets required for system connection / connection up-grade
  • Charges paid by producers related to ancillary services
• Adopted EnC version defines a range of 0-0,5 EUR/MWh
• ITC Regulation allows for review of this range – taking into account impact on transmission capacity needs
  • On EU level: ACER monitoring April 2014 adapting the range – 0-1,2 EUR/MWh
  • Denmark, Sweden, Finland | 0-2 EUR/MWh
  • Romania | 0-2,5 EUR/MWh
  • N-Ireland, GB
• On EnC level: ECRB report recommending
  • Kosovo*: 0-1,2 EUR/MWh
  • Montenegro: 0-2,5 EUR/MWh

Proposal: PHLG adoption of an accordingly adjusted Annex I to Regulation 838/2010